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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acknowledge state perspective natural and cultural resource in WA regionWhat has driven the development of a Marine Spatial Plan for WA’s Pacific Coast?Renewable Energy project proposals – 5 years ago there were 3 separate proposals for the coast and several more for Puget Sound.Oregon’s Territorial Sea Plan  process was underway for similar purposesNational Ocean Policy – CMSP focus perceived lack of local influence and fear among stakeholders (federal initiative)Enabling legislation – acknowledge MSP as opportunity to identify WA interests and priorities and position WA to influence future regional planning built off of state existing authorities/policies (i.e. no threat of new regulations nor interference w/ existing projects)Funding (summer 2012) from state legislature

http://www.gombergkites.com/update/309-1.JPG


A Brief Orientation to Washington 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Orientation to state – arid Eastern WA, Cascade Mts., (Rainier, St. Helens), Puget Sound Basin, NW Straits, Pacific Coast, Columbia RiverWA has “two coasts” – Puget Sound and the Pacific Coast – Different demographics, different coastal environment, different issues. ~ ½ the state’s population lives in/around Puget Sound (4 million in 2012) versus 95,000 on Pacific Coast. Between 2010 and 2011, 57% of state’s population growth was focused in central puget sound.Long history of management measures to address coastal and shoreline issues (e.g. Shoreline Management Act/Shoreline Master Programs, Puget Sound restoration efforts), salmon restoration, etc.2,337 miles of marine shoreline (1,928 miles in Puget Sound, 375  miles (603.50 km) on Pacific Coast – 89 miles in Grays Harbor, 129 miles in Willapa Bay).



Marine Spatial Planning for 
Washington’s Pacific Coast 

Address location of potential 
new uses. 

 

Plan goals/objectives: 
• Protect existing uses 
• Protect cultural uses/resources 
• Preserve environment 
• Integrate decision-making 
• Provide new economic 

opportunities 

Non-Regulatory Plan 
Study area is 700 fathoms offshore: 
includes state and federal waters and 
estuaries. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ensure that future developments related to marine activities and uses are appropriately sited such that existing activities and new development can successfully coexist, while maintaining a productive, healthy marine ecosystem. Therefore the plan will seek to evaluate and identify areas that these potential new uses should avoid, areas that are potentially suitable for new uses, and preferred areas for these potential new uses.Focus on potential uses: renewable energy, dredge disposal, aquaculture, and mining/bioextraction-Study area is over 7,700 square miles and extends roughly 40 to 60 miles offshore, and approx. 375 linear miles (603 km) of shoreline.Why MSP? Conservation challenge to address – protect important marine resources from development…



Challenges & Opportunities 

• Data gaps  
• Predictability vs. Adaptability 
• Many authorities = very complex 

landscape 
• Tribal involvement & capacity 
• Stakeholder expectations & fears 
• High interest & engagement 
• Variable & changing ocean conditions 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data gaps – plan has provided an excellent opportunity to fill key data gaps and gather information in one place, but gaps will always remain. Predictability vs. Adaptability – a plan is designed tom provide more predictability, but also be adaptable….natural tension between these two aims is a challenge.Many authorities = very complex landscape – multitude of federal and state agencies including a national park, wildlife refuges, and a national marine sanctuary, but also have 5 tribes on the coast, 4 of which have treaty-reserved rights to usual and accustomed areas, including marine areas (hunting/fishing).Tribal involvement & capacity – capacity is an issue (staff wear lots of hats). Tribes have generally been responsive to providing feedback, especially technical staff from a couple tribes. There are internal and external factors that influence their participation and desire to share information.Stakeholder expectations & fears - Managing stakeholder expectations is a constant challenge. Having a formal advisory council has created a good platform for discussions and recommendations, but also raised expectations and created misunderstanding among some about their role in the planning process.High interest & engagement – Great interest from the same people, but difficulty moving beyond/reaching others in the community (nothing’s on fire)Variable & changing ocean conditions



How will the plan help the ocean? 
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• Better baseline information  
 

• Ecosystem indicators to assess changes 
 

• Analyses to support decision-making 
 

• Recommendations for new uses 
 

• Implementation framework across agencies  
• Integrate existing policies and 

management 
• Ongoing adaptive management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Better data and information on the ecosystem and usesImproved understanding of vulnerabilities and riskProtection of assets through avoidance and guidance for new uses to further avoid, minimize and mitigate for potential impacts.Coordinated decision-making



Where are we now? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cover main stages of planning process…next steps –Transition from data gathering and analysis to plan development. Goal of draft plan by Spring 2016 with final adopted by end of 2016. Caveat about state funding in the air.Talk about unique elements of process – * Interagency structure to development of the plan (as opposed to single agency). Ecology coordinates overall planning process and plan development, DNR administers funding, Washington Sea Grant conducts outreach and oversees science advisory panel. *tribes – 4 treaty tribes, one non-treaty tribe, stakeholders (formal council under Gov’s office), federal management (sanctuary).



Improved Ecological Information 
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• Marine mammal & forage fish 
spawning surveys (WDFW) 
 

• Geospatial database for fish & 
wildlife data (WDFW) 
 

• Ecological indicators and status 
and trends (NWFSC) 



Improved Ecological Information 
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• Seafloor Atlas (OCNMS – OSU) 

 
• Ecological modeling for seabirds 

and marine mammals (NCCOS) 
 

• Oceanographic conditions (UW) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Funding work to stitch together sanctuary seafloor surveys to create a seamless benthic habitat map (contract with OSU – working with OCNMS data). 

http://www.msp.wa.gov/msp-projects/ocean-conditions/
http://www.msp.wa.gov/msp-projects/ocean-conditions/


Seafloor Mapping Inventory & 
Prioritization 

Intensity Quality Elevation Quality 

High 
Medium 
Low 
None 
Unknown 
 

Data Quality: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need for seafloor data as fundamental piece of information to assist with understanding distribution of habitat and species and therefore, managing habitat accordingly. Lots of marine managers want the information and products, but little substantive conversation about what data we have and what the priorities are…



Ecologically Important Areas 
DRAFT  
Average EIA 
Scores:  
Groundfish 
Combined 

•Areas where wildlife or fish are 
known to inhabit or are 
consistently abundant as 
confirmed by surveys or fishing 
data; and 
 

•For species for which abundance 
and occupancy is unknown, 
include areas of suitable habitat 
that those species of wildlife or 
fish are likely to inhabit. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the purposes of this project, the EIA Science Team defined �“Ecologically Important Areas” as:Areas where wildlife or fish are known to inhabit or are consistently abundant as confirmed by surveys or fishing data; andFor species for which abundance and occupancy is unknown, include areas of suitable habitat that those species of wildlife or fish are likely to inhabit.Process - Aggregate data into common analysis unit (1 sq mi hexagon)Use a set of rules that combine data layers into overall ecological important category.Ecologically important category in areas with multiple data values will be determined by the maximum ecological value associated with one or more of the data layers. Easy to explain to the user the basis (the rule set) for each priority category



Offshore Wind Energy 
Suitability (PN

N
L report) 
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NREL 

Principle Power  Monopile 
Tripod-
Jacket Floating 



Successes 

• New & improved data 
 

• Strong interagency team approach 
 

• Leveraging wide array of expertise 
 

• Stakeholder & scientific input 
 

• Governmental coordination 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New & improved dataStrong interagency team approachLeveraging wide array of expertise	Mention work with OCNMS on seafloor atlas, vessel traffic data, NOAA on ecological modeling, indicators/ecosystem assessmentStakeholder & scientific inputGovernmental coordination



Lessons-learned 

• More data (prioritize) & data analysis 
 

• Partnerships are key 
 

• Funding and staff capacity = essential 
 

• Processes for input (multiple & varied) 
 

• Governmental coordination & 
communication – all authorities 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More data (prioritize) & data analysis		Need to include human uses w/ natural and cultural resourcesPartnerships are key		NOAA – several offices have been essential to carrying out our work (scientific expertise/access to data & analysis)		Washington Sea Grant filling role around outreachFunding and staff capacity = essentialProcesses for input (multiple & varied)Governmental coordination & communication – all authorities



Questions? 

www.msp.wa.gov 
 
Jennifer Hennessey 
Senior Ocean Planner 
Washington Dept. of Ecology 
360-407-6595 
Jennifer.hennessey@ecy.wa.gov 
 

http://www.msp.wa.gov/
mailto:Jennifer.hennessey@ecy.wa.gov
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